The Making of: “Creativity is
a Process” and Comebacks to
the Ogres”
By Paula Briggs
As part of the How To Be A Creative Producer project,
teenagers visited Cambridge to film members of the public to
create clips for scenes within the project.

The Creative Producer team were working to fill briefs for two
separate scenes:
Comebacks for the Ogres
The project introduces the idea of 7 ogres - 7 things which
can hold us back in our creativity. The project encourages

teenagers to recognise the 7 ogres, so that they can start to
work with or around them. As part of an animation for each
ogre, we wanted to capture members of the public giving a
quick verbal "comeback" or response to each negative thought.
You can see these clips used in the final animation: Part 1
Scene 4
The Universal Laws of Creativity
In another part of the animation, and through working with the
teenagers, AccessArt identified stages of creativity which we
can all relate to. We have nicknamed these "The Universal Laws
of Creativity". We wanted to film the public saying the names
of the various stages so that we can create quick clips
through the animation to remind ourselves of the repetitive
nature of these stages. As with the Ogres above, if we can
help teenagers identify which "stage" they might be in then we
can empower their creativity.
You can see these clips used in the final animation: Part 1
Scene 3
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